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Abstrat. In this paper we desribe an appliation model for seamlessmobile data aess using handheld devies and wireless links. We go be-yond the urrent model in whih handhelds are used as smart organizersaugmented with stripped down versions of popular desktop programs. In-stead, we propose to integrate handheld devies seamlessly in a distributedomputing environment. Componentized appliations, adaptable middle-ware frameworks, and standardized protools play a signi�ant role in thisnew paradigm. We also desribe an implementation within this paradigmusing PalmORB, a CORBA lient for the 3Com Palm devies.
1 IntrodutionThe urrent distributed system organization is mahine entri. Users have dif-ferent aounts, passwords, and software on di�erent mahines. This organizationhas suÆed for the omputers to users ratio of one or less. However, with a largeromputers to users ratio, a�orded by smaller devies and heap wireless onne-tivity, the existing model breaks down. The hallenge is to provide the users witha seamless image of a distributed system irrespetive of the devie used to aessthe system. Previous attempts to provide a onsistent system image using lusters(e.g., NOW [1℄) and distributed �le systems (e.g., NFS [6℄) are appliable only forLAN based distributed systems.The 2K distributed system, urrently under development at the University ofIllinois proposes a user entri organization of a distributed system. Users view thesystem as a olletion of resoures that they an use regardless or their loation.In this paper, we onsider the issues related to inorporating handheld deviesin a distributed system. We desribe the hallenges in doing so and our solutionsto them.1.1 The Issues We ConsiderSmall mobile devies are restrited in terms of bandwidth, CPU and the amountof memory and storage availability. Thus they annot be treated as workstations? Supported by a Fulbright-Ramon Arees Fellowship?? Supported by an IBM Graduate Fellowship
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or PCs when integrating them in a distributed environment. Eah senario mustbe analyzed independently in order to ustomize the system and ahieve the bestpossible performane.All the issues we will disuss in this paper an be applied to any small mobiledevie (Palm Computer, HandHeld, wearable...). However, for the sake of on-reteness, we will fous on the Palm Pilot only. To refer to all of them as a set wewill use the term PDA (Personal Digital Assistant).Current PDAs annot be onsidered as mere shedulers or devies to storetelephone numbers anymore. They o�er enough funtionality to be used in sophis-tiated environments. This paper desribes an infrastruture that integrates PDAsin distributed environments based on the 2K operating system. Thus, instead ofusing PDAs as isolated entities, users will be able to use them as an enablingbridge to a olletion of distributed resoures and servies.One of the more interesting integration issues is how to o�er a onsistent viewof a distributed system from a PDA. If we only take into onsideration the sreensize, it seems lear that it is diÆult to o�er the same interation interfae in aPDA than in a 21 inh monitor. However 2K OS o�ers an objet oriented visionof every single resoure and servie. This allows us to onsider the interationinterfae o�ered to the user as an objet ontainer. Therefore, in a big powerfulmonitor we represent every resoure as a graphial ion whereas in a Palm Pilotwe ould simply use a list of names. In this way, the onept of interating withomponents (objets) is preserved, no matter whih devie is used. However, theway those omponents are presented to the user is likely to hange aording tothe devie being used (the approah extends for example to a voied ontrolledPDA that inludes no sreen). The interation interfae o�ered to the user istherefore polymorphi as it o�ers the same funtionality through speialization ofthe interfae aording to the devie.One of the design features of 2K is that the operating system resides in aomputer network and not in a spei� mahine. Therefore, it is possible to aessthe operating system from di�erent devies and loations while keeping a onsistentview of the system. This is ahieved by using objet oriented and omponentonepts. For example, a user an log in to a login omponent of the system whihmay reside in a disonneted PDA. When the PDA is onneted to the network,the operating system servies are instantiated in the devie being used. The stateassoiated with the user attributes is kept in the distributed environment. Sessionsmay be transfered from one devie to another. For example, it will be possibleto start a videoonferene in a desktop and transfer the videoonferene to aPDA. The transition from the desktop to the PDA must be smooth and must notrequire any user intervention. The system will automatially adapt and synhronizeitself to the new environment. If the PDA is disonneted, the session should bereestablished automatially on reonnetion.There is a wide range of PDAs, and eah one of them an greatly vary in termsof resoure availability. This requires an infrastruture able to deal with everydi�erent kind of devie. Therefore we propose the use of adaptable proxies, whihwill alleviate the PDA from the exeution of omputation intensive software. Thedeision about what should be done at the PDA and what at the proxy should
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be determined aording to the hardware apabilities of the PDA. Moreover, itshould be possible to modify that deision dynamially, by monitoring tehniques.1.2 Organization of the PaperSetion 2 introdues the 2K distributed operating system whih is the enablinginfrastruture. Setion 2.1 provides a more detailed desription of 2K environ-ments whih are fundamental for the integration of PDAs into the 2K distributedsystem. Next setion, setion 3, desribes the hallenges assoiated to integratingHandHeld devies into a distributed system. Setion 4 explains the design andimplementation of PalmORB whih is the ore omponent that provides PDAswith CORBA apabilities. Setion 5 presents two appliations: PalmShell, a 2Kshell for PalmPilots (setion 5.1) and Video Streaming Proxies (setion 5.2) whihbrings video to the PalmPilots by using the dynami arhiteture of 2K . Setion 6o�ers some information about the performane of PalmORB and PalmShell. Se-tion 7 desribes two related approahes, and �nally, setion 8 onludes the paperand desribes our future work.
2 Brief Overview of the 2K System2K is a distributed operating system urrently under development at the Univer-sity of Illinois. It o�ers a reetive arhiteture that an be modi�ed on the y.The operating system is built on top of CORBA and the reetive behavior iso�ered at the ORB level. The ORB that we are using is a modi�ed version of TAO[12℄ alled dynamiTAO [11℄, whih is built on top of the ACE toolkit [4℄. TheACE toolkit runs on top of several platforms, therefore, 2K an run on every plat-form where ACE has been ported. The main platforms we use for development areWindows NT and Solaris, and we are also working on the design of a ustomizedmirokernel alled O�++ [2℄. 2K is based on the priniple of What You Need IsWhat You Get, whih means that the system an dynamially adapt itself to therequirements spei�ed by the user, thus providing a ustomized exeution frame-work for every appliation. The main issues assoiated with 2K are: arhiteturalawareness, adaptability and network and user-entrism.Users beome ative entities within the system and speify what resouresthey want and how they want to use those resoures (QoS requirements). All thisinformation is stored persistently in an objet alled an environment, whih isassoiated with the user's instantiation within the system.Network entrism plays a key role in 2K . The network beomes a single pool ofresoures managed by 2K aording to the QoS spei�ed by users. Dependeniesbetween resoures (loal and distributed) are rei�ed by the Component Con�gu-rator [8℄, a 2K fundamental ore omponent.A 2K user is unique within the whole system, it an aess to 2K from di�erentplatforms (Windows NT, Solaris, PalmOS) and during a session, resoures fromdi�erent mahines an be used. A dynami seurity poliy mehanism based onthe Cherubim projet [3℄ an be attahed at runtime to spei�ed dynamiTAOORBs.
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2.1 2K EnvironmentsA 2K environment is a ontainer of omponents, devies and on�guration pa-rameters and provides an exeution ontext for users within the 2K distributedsystem. The environment is responsible for managing groups of omponents as aolletive entity, and for failitating the interfae of the omponents with the 2Koperating system.Environments are persistent objets that are reated and managed by the 2KEnvironment Servie. When a new environment is reated on behalf of a prini-pal, the Environment Servie loates a pro�le of that prinipal desribing defaultomponents and devies, as well as resoure requirements for that environment.Typially, prinipals have default pro�les that an be ustomized depending onthe loation of the prinipals, their role and the omponents they exeute.When an environment is reated the system must assure that the resourerequirements of the pro�le are satis�ed. Moreover, as omponents exeute, theirpotentially variable QoS requirements must be understood and satis�ed by thesystem. This is aomplished by the interation with the Resoure Manager [13℄and the QoS Monitor [14℄, two of the 2K ore omponents.As ativity in the environment proeeds, the own environment ontats all theomponents and devies it requires, either by reusing existing omponents or byreating new ones.
3 Challenges in Integrating a Hand Held Devie in aDistributed SystemOne of the major hallenges is to disover all the new possibilities o�ered by theintegration of PDAs in distributed environments.The main use of a PDAs nowadays is personal information management. How-ever, with the inoming era of wireless ommuniations, it will be possible to intro-due the onept of \Everything, everywhere, anytime omputing". Users will beable to aess every single resoure from every possible devie and at any moment.There are many issues that must be studied arefully in order to provide aminimum omputing environment. Conneting to some kind of network is ruialin order to guarantee resoure availability, but urrently, in most of the ases, thebandwidth o�ered for PDAs is low. Therefore, it is a priority to o�er some kindof optimized transport protool or use proxies that minimize the ommuniationsrequired with the PDA. By using the adaptation apabilities of 2K , we an addresssome of the limitations of the PDAs by loating omputation intensive tasks ofthe user's in PDA aessible self-adaptable proxies.Users are registered within the 2K environment, not within a partiular devieor domain. This translates into a single login mehanism. As it will be explainedin next setions, when the user logs in, the login mehanism will ontat theEnvironment Servie. This will reeive the request and will grant or deny the userto start the session.
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The PDA ahes the state of the user's environment. This ahing allows dis-onneted operation mode and in most ases redues the amount of data that thedistributed system sends to the PDA eah time a log in session is started.An important issue when o�ering a unique system view is to �nd some kind ofappliation user interfae that an be used from di�erent arhitetures and OSs.The ideal would be to provide a single interfae instead of one for eah platform.We are studying the feasibility of using XML to desribe the appliation interfae,and di�erent data style sheets, one for eah platform.Mobile omputing ombined with distributed environments o�er a large num-ber of bene�ts. However it also introdues some interesting hallenges. When work-ing in a distributed system, seurity beomes an issue of partiular importane.It a�ets several aspets: login authentiation, information enryption, privay,key sharing and proxies. Con�dentiality must be guaranteed by proteting users'data from other users. Sine it is likely that PDAs will use proxies in some situa-tions, a seurity delegation mehanism will be required. The initial authentiationmehanism sends information about the user to the Environment Servie. Thisinformation must be proteted to avoid a third party interepting the informationand using it later to impersonate the original user. Finally, there is another level ofseurity that should be onsidered and that is related to the devie itself. Beauseof the size of PDAs they an be easily stolen or lost. In both ases, there mustexist a mehanism to guarantee that nobody but the legitimate user an initiatea session or aess on�dential data stored in the devie.Using the 2K operating system and the Cherubim projet [3℄ developed by theSoftware Researh Group of our CS department, we an deal with user validation.By attahing the Cherubim Seurity strategy to a running dynamiTAO ORB, wean allow or deny the exeution of methods on objets, aording to the identityof the prinipal issuing the request. Besides user validation, the Software ResearhGroup is also working on other seurity aspets that we plan to inlude in 2K andPDAs appliations.
4 Design and Implementation of the PalmORBOur 2K Distributed Operating System is based on CORBA. Therefore any devieapable of generating IIOP requests an take bene�t of the servies that 2K o�ers.This was the reason that lead us to the development of PalmORB, a small lientside ORB for Palm Pilots that o�ers a subset of the CORBA funtionality.Most of the existing ORBs (ommerial and freely available) are not suitablefor embedded systems. In most ases, their monolithi design restrits their appli-ability to PDAs. Their size is too big to be ported to a memory limited devieitem, o�er features that will never be used in a PDA and in some the ases, thelient and server side funtionality are ombined in a single library.In the ase of a PDA, the exeution environment greatly varies from the oneof a PC or a Workstation. PDAs are not likely to use all the features o�ered bya standard ORB. Therefore, o�ering the whole CORBA funtionality by defaultimplies, at least at �rst glane, a waste of memory for properties that will rarelyor never be used.
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PalmORB was designed having in mind the restritions of the platform onwhih it was going to be used. It has been implemented by using the freely avail-able soure ode from SUN, though the ode has been modi�ed to o�er only whatis required. The urrent implementation is CORBA 2.0 ompliant (at least thefuntionality provided) and follows the GIOP 1.0 protool (the IIOP implementa-tion).All the server side funtionality has been removed, and at the lient side, onlythe Dynami Invoation Interfae and the ORB interfae is provided. We deidedto remove the server side funtionality beause we onsider that the Palm Pilotwill be used mostly as a lient that uses CORBA objets' servies. We do notdisard, however, adding minimal server side funtionality in the future.Our urrent version of PalmORB annot be ustomized on the y. However,by taking bene�t of 2K , we an ustomize the remote server to optimize theinteration between the PalmPilot and the server.
4.1 Implementation OverviewPalmORB is implemented in C++ by using CodeWarrior Release 5 for Palm Pilot.It has 6000 lines of ode and uses around 50Kb of memory. If we onsider aPalmPilot III whih has 2Mb of RAM, the perentage of memory required toenable CORBA apabilities is 2.5%.PalmORB runs on any PalmOS ompatible arhiteture with the network li-brary. Current implementation is a stati library though in the future we willhange it into a dynami library.We have been testing PalmORB by sending requests from a PalmOS appli-ation to a CORBA objet running on a Windows NT mahine and another onerunning on a Unix mahine. For the tests we have been using the PalmOS emula-tor (version 21d25) as well as a Palm III devie onneted to Internet through aPPP onnetion by using a serial able (�gure 1).Our �nal objetive is establish a wireless onnetion between a Palm Pilot anda PPP server.
5 Sample AppliationsThis setion desribes two appliations. The �rst is based on the PalmORB andin the servies provided by 2K . The seond one does not use PalmORB, but takesbene�t of the adaptive and arhiteture awareness apabilities inherent to 2K .
5.1 PalmShellThe PalmORB library introdued in the previous setion, allows palm devies tointerat with CORBA objets. On the other hand, 2K o�ers a set of adaptable,ustomizable CORBA based servies and resoures. However, there is a gap thatmust be �lled to onnet both sides.
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Fig. 1. PPP Connetion
We introdue here the PalmShell, an appliation that allows palm devies tobe integrated in 2K . PalmShell reates a 2K environment ustomized for thePalmPilot, based on the user's pro�le that is stored in the distributed system.Figure 2 illustrates all the omponents involved in the appliation as well asall the steps required to establish a 2K session.Whenever a devie starts a session, it must ontat the environment servie torequest the ativation of the user's environment (1). When the request gets to theEnvironment Servie, the seurity strategy heks whether the prinipal that isissuing the request is authorized to invoke that method on that objet (2). If therequest an proeed (the user has been authentiated), the environment servieontats the pro�le server (3) and retrieves the pro�le assoiated to the user (4).Based on the information ontained in the pro�le, the environment servie ati-vates an instane of an environment in a 2K host (5) (PalmPilot will interat withit remotely) and returns its referene to the PalmShell (6). If the user logged froma PC, for example, the environment ould have been instantiated in the PC. ThePalmshell will retrieve the list of omponents ontained in the environment andshow it to the user (7). The user an add new omponents to the environment byontating the implementation repository (8), whih will return a list of di�erentategories available (9). When the user selets a ategory, PalmShell sends a re-quest to the implementation repository, asking for all the omponents that belongto that ategory.The PalmShell displays a list with all the omponents stored in the environ-ment. The user an then interat with those omponents by means of CORBArequests. Sine the user an dynamially add and remove omponents from the
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Fig. 2. PalmPilot Login
environment, there is an important issue to be onsidered: how an the user inter-at with those omponents? The problem is that we do not know the programmatiinterfaes of those objets, neither what their user interfae should look like. The�rst issue, the one related to the programmati interfaes of the objets, an besolved by using the interfae repository. It ontains information about the methodso�ered by interfaes as well as the parameters required. For the seond issue, weare onsidering two di�erent approahes. On one hand we are working on down-loading native appliations to the Palm Pilot (whih an be obtained from theimplementation repository). This solution makes it possible for the user to reateustomized graphial interfaes. However, these graphial interfaes will be spe-i� for PalmOS devies. The seond approah will use XML pages to de�ne thegraphial interfaes assoiated to the omponents. These XML pages will ontaininformation about the graphial interfae, information about di�erent methodsassoiated to the objet, and information about how to issue dynami methodalls.The advantage of this last option (XML pages) is that the omponent reatorwill have to de�ne the XML page one, and di�erent �lters (data style sheets) willbe responsible for making the appropriate hanges for every di�erent devie.Figure 3 shows the sreenshots of the urrent PalmShell. The leftmost pitureis the login sreen. One the username and password have been introdued, theEnvironment Servie is ontated and if the user is validated, it returns the Envi-ronment IOR see the middle form on �gure 3. The rightmost form is the ObjetBrowser that allows hoosing new omponents to be added to the environmentfrom a 2K Implementation Repository.5.2 Video Streaming ProxiesAs mentioned earlier, proxies are used in the 2K environment to alleviate some ofthe omputational burden from palm devies. Sine the proessing power of thesedevies is quite limited, ertain omputations may be performed at the proxy and
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Fig. 3. PalmShell
the results sent to the PDA. We have used this approah in streaming video tothe Palm Pilot. The deompression of video frames requires signi�ant amountsof CPU yles and memory and is better o�-loaded to a proxy. In addition, framesize and rate should be redued to aommodate the small sreen size and limitedbandwidth to the devie. The redued olor depth of the Palm Pilot also providesroom to redue the number of bits sent. Palm Pilots urrently only support 4 olors.Therefore, there is no need to send frames with full olor; the extra unusable olorinformation should be removed.We have implemented a video proxy that �lters video streams on the y, allow-ing the Palm Pilot to view the video sequene. These streams may be stored ondisk or may be a live feed. Our proxy urrently �lters MPEG-1 video and systemstreams and transforms them to ompressed bitmaps.The proxy �rst deodes the MPEG stream using a modi�ed version of theMPEG Software Simulation Group's mpeg2play [10℄. A small deoding enginewas reated with an objet-oriented interfae. The interfae allows di�erent datasoures to be easily plugged in, allowing the deoder to read from the network,�les, bu�ers, et. For example, to send MPEG �les stored on disk, a simple �leinput stream an be plugged in. The proxy deodes frames into an array of 8bit pixels and redues it to 2 bits using a simple lookup table. This produes agrey-sale version of the frame. Next the frame is redued in size if neessary. Weurrently redue images by fators of 2 in both dimensions. For example, a 160x120image an be redued to 80x60. This is aomplished by averaging bloks of pixelvalues. Although frames of 80x60 are small, it is still possible to learly view theimage. The Palm Pilot sreen is atually able to view 160x120 frames. However, ifa greater frame rate is desired, saling of the images is neessary. During testing,we were able to view 3 frames per seond at 80x60 quite well. The \ghosting"e�et that is inherent to the Palm Pilot LED sreen was not notieable.After the image has been saled down, it is runlength enoded and sent. ThePalm Pilot is responsible for reeiving the ompressed bitmap and deoding it. Thedeoding algorithm is simple and an be done quikly. The amount of ompressiondepends on the harateristis of the partiular frame, but was found to be goodfor most of the frames tested.
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The proxy an �lter the stream further if neessary. For example, it oulddrop frames if it �nds that too muh data is being sent. Sine the frames are allbitmaps, any frame ould be dropped without disrupting the other frames. Thisis in ontrast to MPEG frames whih depend on eah other. The side e�et ofremoving inter-frame dependenies �ts well into our model of streaming video tothe Palm Pilot.Di�erent poliies in the proxy may be employed when streaming video to adisparate set of devies. For example, streaming to a desktop workstation on aLAN may require no �ltering at all, while if the workstation is onneted via adial-up line, some degree of �ltering may be required to ompensate for the limitedbandwidth. This allows di�erent devies to view the same video stream, with thequality adjusted appropriately for the partiular devie.

Fig. 4. PalmMPEG
6 Performane of Our SystemIn this setion we will disuss the performane of PalmORB and PalmShell. Forinformation related to the 2K distributed operating system, hek [9℄.PalmShell is implemented in C++, has around 1300 lines of ode and uses 10Kbof RAM. If we onsider a PalmPilot III with 2Mb of RAM, the perentage requiredfor the PalmShell is 0.5%. If we add also the PalmORB whih will allow theintegration of the PalmPilot into the 2K distributed system, the total perentageof memory required is 3%.To initiate the session in a PDA, the PalmShell ontats a Name Servie andobtains the referenes for the Environment Servie and the Implementation Repos-itory. Then it sends a request to the Environment Servie and obtains the refereneof an Environment that will be assoiated to the user. PalmShell sends a request to
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the Environment and retrieves the list of omponents stored in the environment.For this partiular test, we will assume that four omponents are returned. Eahomponent returned onsists on a name and an IOR. The amount of informationreeived during the log in is around 2Kb, without ounting the CDR extra stu�.The average time required to establish a log in session in a Palm Pilot is 1.95seonds (average time after loging in ten times). From the users point of view, thisis the time it has to wait sine it enters the login and password and liks on start,until the shell with the list of omponents is displayed on the sreen.To alulate the overhead we used a Palm III devie and established a PPPonnetion with a Linux mahine using a serial able at 38400 bps. We started twoCORBA objets, the Implementation Repository running on a NT box and theEnvironment Servie on a Solaris mahine running Solaris 2.7. The Environmentobjet was instantiated by the Environment Servie in the same Solaris mahine.
7 Related WorkThere are some projets that fous on some of the issues disussed in this paper.The ones that will be disussed in this setion are: Adaptive Middleware Proxyand the TACC programming model [5℄, and Rover [7℄.The �rst projet, AMWP (Adaptive Middleware Proxy), provides an infras-truture for developing appliations for \thin" lients, that is, lients with limitedhardware resoures. The infrastruture provides a set of resoures for developingproxies, whih alleviate those thin lients from omputation expensive tasks. Themain idea behind this approah is to o�er some building bloks and programminginterfaes for developing TACC modules (Transformation Aggregation Cahingand Customization). These modules preproess data before sending it to the lient.Therefore, the amount of work that the lient has to do on the data is minimized.Examples of Transformations are �ltering, re-rendering and enryption. Aggrega-tion refers to olleting and ollating data from several soures. Cahing is usedto store post-transformed data, so it does not have to be transformed everytime.Finally ustomization is related to the on�guration of shared servies, so thatevery lient gets exatly what it needs. Di�erent TACC modules exeute indepen-dently and the output of one of them an be redireted to the input of another one.They an also be easily hanged or updated. However, spei� aspets of a TACCmodule annot be dynamially ustomized; instead they whole module must bereplaed by a new one that provide the required funtionality.The Rover Toolkit is an objet oriented platform that o�ers a set of tools to de-velop mobile appliations. It is mainly based on two fundamental ideas: reloatabledynami objets (RDOs) and a queued remote proedure all (QRPC).Reloatable dynami objets an be loaded dynamially into lient devies fromserver omputers. Therefore, the exeution environment harateristis (band-width, properties of the lient devie, et.) will ditate whih RDOs must besent to the lient and whih ones must remain in the server. This deision anbe modi�ed later on aording to how the exeution evolves.Disonneted operation mode is supported by means of the queued remote pro-edure all. When the system detets a network disonnetion, it stores inoming
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RPC requests in a log �le; as soon as the onnetion is reestablished, the log �leis replayedThe infrastruture o�ered by 2K is similar to the Rover approah at the dy-nami adaptation level. However the idea introdued in 2K of extending the wholeOS to mobile devies is new. Neither AMWP nor Rover ontemplate that possi-bility.
8 Conlusions and future workThe infrastruture introdued in this paper extends the OS to every kind of devie,providing a unique and seamless image of the system. The user an interat withthe system from di�erent loations, senarios and by using di�erent devies. The2K distributed operating system reates a ustomized exeution ontext for eahuser. This ontext is de�ned in 2K as an Environment, and it is persistent andindependent of the devie being used (workstation, PDA, PC).Using CORBA as the standard 2K underlying objet bus provides a uniformway for interating with every single servie and resoure o�ered by the system.This feature is exploited by PalmORB to o�er sophistiated servies to the PalmPilots.Adaptable 2K proxies are useful tools for alleviating the hardware limitationsof PDAs. They an provide users with funtionality similar to the one o�ered inWorkstations or PCs.The 2K distributed operating system introdues the onept of \Everything,everywhere, anytime omputing", whih introdues new possibilities in the �eld ofinformation aessibility.As part of our future work we plan to introdue several hanges as well as newservies and features. We will port our PalmORB to other PDA platforms thoughwe will introdue hanges in its design. We are interested in breaking the Pal-mORB into di�erent omponents. These omponents will be added, updated andremoved dynamially aording to what is required by the exeution environment.Our experiene with a reetive ORB (dynamiTAO) has proved to be a usefulmehanism to ope with dynamially hanging environments. We will also redesignthe Palm Pilot shell to add the new funtionality. By adopting this approah therewill not be any di�erene, from the user's point of view, when aessing loal PalmPilot appliations and remote 2K omponents.
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